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“Announcement of Gary & Marleen Henry
as Editors of the Insight”
Director of GWRRA: Mike Stiger

In talking with Gary, I was very pleased with his desire and motivation to ensure that the “Insight” continues to serve our Association’s Officer Corps. He understands the primary objective of the “Insight” is to
keep our Officer Corps informed on what is going on within our various GWRRA programs, clarify policies or procedures that impact our Officers, and address questions we receive from the field from our
Officers. He has some creative ideas and he will be working to implement these enhancements, to improve the effectiveness of this publication.
This brings me to recognizing Rick and Madalena Buck for their outstanding contribution in creating the
“Insight”, and as its first editors. Improving communications has been a theme during my tenure as Director. Two years ago, during a meeting with the International Team, we all agreed that instead of having multiple monthly newsletters from each program, we needed an inclusive International publication to
address the entire Officer Corps. Having this information consolidated into one resource would help ensure all Officers are better informed. The only problem was, who would take on this task and run with it.
We were very fortunate to have Rick and Madalena step up and make this happen for our Association.
Even though they were already serving GWRRA in several capacities, they found the time and created
an outstanding publication. During their time as editors, Rick and Madalena‘s role continued to expand
with the Florida District. Their commitment to the Membership in Florida is unwavering and they wanted
to free up more time to focus on their District duties. We are very appreciative for their service to GWRRA as the “Insight” editors and look for great things from them working with the Florida District. I want to
personally thank Rick and Madalena for their outstanding leadership and commitment to our Association.
This leads me to my next point, “Have you hugged your newsletter editor lately?” I can be empathetic to
our hundreds of newsletter editors and webmasters throughout our Association because I was one. My
first Team role was as a Chapter Newsletter Editor and I went on to be the editor of the Michigan Wing
News, a 40 page semi-annual District newspaper. Yes, I was known as the “Michigan paperboy” and
loved every minute of it. I have to say that newsletter editors are the unsung heroes of our Association.
Newsletter editors provide a very important service to the Members of our Association. They are our
main source of communication. Every month they are faced with the obligation to chase down articles
from their Director and fellow Team members, write personal articles of interest, put it all together, and
properly edit it. Then they have to post it on the web and get copies made for the upcoming monthly
gathering.
Directors need to guard against taking their editors' service for granted. We need to ensure they are recognized for their outstanding commitment and monthly diligence. Often times we don’t really appreciate

their work until we find ourselves without one and have to do it ourselves.

(Continued on next page)
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The International Team is pleased to announce Gary and Marleen as editors of the “Insight”. Gary and
Marleen reside in North Carolina and have been very active with the NC District Team with their principle
task as the District Newsletter Editor. They have joined Ed and Linda Johnson’s International Membership Enhancement Team and we look forward to new ideas and innovations. Please join me in welcoming Gary and Marleen as our new editors at goldwinggary2010@gmail.com.

Director of GWRRA- Mike Steiger

“Announcement of Gary & Marleen Henry as Editors of the Insight”
Director of GWRRA: Mike Stiger
(continued)
In general, editors have a creative side. They like the challenge of starting with a clean sheet of paper
and letting the creative juices flow. It gives them a great sense of accomplishment when they present the
finished product to the Chapter. They need to be recognized for their accomplishment, which leads to
their personal motivation to continue on.

The Newsletter is the primary tool of the Director’s “Toolbox”. It is the communication tool that keeps
your participating and non-participating members informed; yes, even those that rarely or have never
shown up to a monthly gathering. I understand the postage and printing cost of mailing a hard copy to
someone on your list who doesn’t show up for a gathering can be expensive. Along with the Chapter
MEC, the Director is provided an ARL with the email addresses of the entire membership assigned,
based on area zip codes. I would suggest the Director delegate the task of putting these contacts into a
group email and sending the monthly newsletter to all assigned members. Along with having hard copies
available at your gathering, emailing everyone, especially those that are not showing up, is very simple
to do and doesn’t cost a penny. Having this monthly contact with Chapter non-participants is a good
thing and can only produce positive results.
Lori and I would like to personally thank all of the Newsletter Editors throughout our Association. Your
service to your fellow Members and to the Association is greatly appreciated...
Mike Stiger
Director of GWRRA
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From personal experience, I would estimate editors will spend between 15 to 20 hours every month,
from start to print, on a Chapter Newsletter. We need to keep in mind that they are the editor, not the
writer of the newsletter. What I mean by that is, Directors need to encourage participation from their
Team and Chapter participants to provide content to the newsletter. Articles on their travels, or perhaps
some accessory they have recently bought, or even Chapter activity in which they participated. This will
reduce the burden on your editor of having to create content, and will be greatly appreciated.

Rider Education

“Spring has Sprung – Are YOU Ready?”
International Directors of Rider Education:

Rather than write about the same old information concerning preparation for the riding season (or what
is already contained in a T-CLOCS pre-ride inspection) let’s take a moment to focus on a few things often overlooked.
 Many have invested in a tire pressure monitoring system that has sensors and a monitor that are
connected to a bike, trike, sidecar, and/or trailer (hereafter referred to as a "bike"). These are most
often battery powered. A review of a commonly used model’s instruction manual indicates that the
battery in the sensor may last a little as 6 months. If you left them in over the non-riding months, or it
has been awhile since you replaced the batteries, consider purchasing a spare set of new batteries
so you will have them with you on the road when the “old” ones finally send their last milliamp of current for the cause.
 Take a moment to check the tightness of fasteners connected to the bike. A few things that come to
mind are the front fender on your GL1800, aftermarket highway pegs, and electronics such as a
GPS, mp3 player, etc. Imagine throwing a leg out to rest on the highway peg and the peg falls off at
speed. You lose balance or your foot unintentionally plants itself in the roadway at an angle pointing
forward of the bike. Wouldn’t it be “interesting” to test your obstacle avoidance techniques so the
tumbling chunk of metal didn’t find you or the group riding in back of the bike with the newly liberated
part? You can also hit a bump (that wasn’t there when you last rode that stretch of highway) and
your valuable electronic gizmo goes its separate way. Fishing line or even Velcro can add a measure of assurance that you won’t be parted. By the way, how long has it been since you updated your
GPS map?
 Side stand and Center stand – now is as good a time as any to check these for cracks, for tightness,
and proper lubrication of what holds the bike up when you are not there, especially if they were used
all winter long. A small crack found now and repaired is better than a catastrophic failure far from
home.
 GWRRA Gold Book – if not already done, it is time to switch out the old for the new. This will provide
you with the most recent information to help put you in touch with the resources that can assist you
away from home.
 First Aid Kit – some medications have a shelf life. Inventory your kit and exchange those items that
have expired. If you don’t already have them in the kit, make sure that you have rubber (or vinyl if
you have or know someone who has allergic reactions to rubber) gloves. These also have a shelf
life, so replace them every couple of years. Go together with others to get a small supply and share
the extras after taking your CPR/First Aid class. While you are there, take a hard look at the contents
and ask yourself if it has what you would need to use. Add what you think you are missing (popsicle
sticks for splints to treat broken fingers, bottled water for hydrating or washing out road rash, a spare
old cell phone and charger (to call 911 even without a service contract).
 Fork Seals – take the front wheel side covers off (if you have them) and check for a buildup of oil
and dirt from a damaged fork seal. Check for oil on the fork tube and deteriorating rubber fork seal
covers. Keep this area clean to prevent damaging the seals as the fork compresses and caked on
bugs are dragged across the seals.
 Emergency contact information – ensure you have this in a widely accepted common location (such
as the front left fairing pocket) and keep it updated. Your Rider Educator can provide you a form that
can be used for this.

(Continued on next page)
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Tony & Michelle Van Schaick

Rider Education

“Spring has Sprung – Are YOU Ready?”
International Directors of Rider Education: Tony & Michelle Van Schaick

 Get trained – take a refresher riding course, participate in a GWRRA Parking Lot Practice, spend





some time in a parking lot refreshing your riding skills and honing your technique. Co-Riders need
training too. How would you respond to your Rider suddenly being no longer able to operate the bike
and you were beginning to drift into the oncoming lane? We have training for that!
Change your mind – after a few months of avoiding things in the road behind the wheel of a car or
truck by straddling it with your tires, it is time to reset your brain to not ride directly over the object in
the road. If you will be riding a trike, sidecar, or on a two-wheeler pulling trailer, the game is a little
more challenging.
Pay it forward: A "thank you" goes a long way – Would you thank a Doctor who just saved someone
you loved if they did it for free? How about the person that talked you into visiting with that person
who saved your life or that of a riding friend? One person can make a difference:
 The Instructor who taught you a life-saving skill or rescue technique – they don’t get paid if
they volunteer for GWRRA training.
 Educator that did the research to connect you with the Riding or CPR/First Aid training
 The Chapter participant that shared their story of how Rider Ed saved them and convinced
you to take advantage of the same training.
Interesting Motorcycle Safety information website link:
http://www.msgroup.org/forums/mtt/forum.asp?FORUM_ID=99
All the Gear All the Time,
Tony & Michelle Van Schaick
International Directors, GWRRA Rider Education
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(continued)

Rider Education

“Hydroplaning”
International Asst. Director of Rider Education:

Joe Mazza
I experienced the terrifying phenomenon known as hydroplaning while driving my car many years ago. I can
only imagine what this loss of control based on my inattentiveness to the weather conditions would result in
while riding my motorcycle.

Of course, the word “fast” is a relative term. Tread design, tread depth, weight of motorcycle, tire pressure,
depth of water and even consistency of that water (whether it is highly aerated or not, for example) all play a
part in determining at what speed the tire will begin to hydroplane. It is a pretty safe bet to assume that any
speed in excess of 60 mph is fast enough to support hydroplaning regardless of the other variables. This is
not to say that at 55 mph you are safe. A formula quoted by James Davis in an article on hydroplaning states
that, assuming at least .2 inches of water on the ground and your tires hold 35 psi, you can expect to hydroplane at just over 60 mph. In addition, tires with 41 psi of air in them should expect hydroplaning at just over
65 mph.
If you know you are going to be riding in the rain you might consider adding 3 to 5 psi of air to your tires. I am
not suggesting that you inflate them in excess of the maximum pressure specified on the tire sidewalls. The
reasoning behind this suggestion is simple:
 Increasing the tire pressure makes the contact patch smaller. In other words, it increases the weight
per square inch of the contact patch so it takes more ‘uplift’ by water to cause hydroplaning.



Just as increasing pressure makes the contact patch smaller, it also tends to spread out the tread
grooves which, in turn, makes it easier to slough water away from the contact patch.

There are two absolutely essential NO-NO’s to remember should you experience the beginning of
hydroplaning:
 Do NOT apply your brakes!



Do NOT try to steer in any direction but straight ahead!

It seems likely that the only thing you can possibly do to help the situation is to feather your clutch to moderate your speed. This eliminates the possibility of drive train “snap” that would result from an abrupt change of
the accelerator. However, if you start to hydroplane, the odds are that you are going to go down unless you
keep the front wheel pointed straight ahead and the hydroplaning is of the briefest of duration.
Some will argue that when riding in the rain it is safest to ride close to the center of your lane since car and
truck tires create troughs in the road and more water will accumulate there. Others argue that the center of
the lane is slickest during a rainfall due to an accumulation of oil leaked from cars and trucks, so riding on
either side of the center is safest. My answer to these arguments is simple. Since speed plays such an important part in hydroplaning, SLOW DOWN and you won’t have to worry about lane positions!

Joe Mazza
Assistant International Director; Rider Education
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Hydroplaning is the result of your tires moving fast across a wet surface - so fast that they do not have sufficient time to channel that moisture away from the center of the tire. The result is that the tire is lifted by the
water away from the road and all traction is lost.

Membership Enhancement

“Change Is Needed”
International Directors of Membership Enhancement

Ed & Linda Johnson

When we receive these comments we always ask why this
is occurring and what can we do to change this situation.
We are not sure where the answer lies or how we can get
across the point that we must make Participants, especially
new ones, feel welcome. You say this doesn’t happen within GWRRA! Then see for yourself, go to a Gathering or
Event where you are not known. Arrive early and see how
many people come up to you and talk or welcome you.
Better yet, at your next Chapter Gathering, take note of how
many Participants arrive, take a seat with their friends, and
never approach or talk with anyone unless someone comes
to them. Would a new Member feel welcome?
We constantly hear it said that GWRRA Memberships are
declining. We realize there are many reasons this may be
occurring. Let’s not let it be that we are driving Members
away because we don’t accept them or make them feel
welcome.
Who is responsible for making others, old and new, feel welcome? No, it’s not just the Chapter Director
or Membership Enhancement Coordinator, it’s everyone! We must involve every Member and the
“Buddy System” is a great way to get them involved. A way to implement the “Buddy System” might be
to have the first person on the Chapter Sign-in-sheet call the last person that signs in. Follow this procedure until all Participants at that Gathering have someone to call and care for during the next month.
Look at ways that will benefit your Chapter Participants or New and Prospective Members attending.
We welcome you comments or feedback,
Ed and Linda Johnson
GWRRA International Directors
Membership Enhancement Program
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The last two months we have written about the “Buddy System” and the benefit it can be to a Chapter.
Why do we bring this up again? Because we continue to receive emails about how great the program
sounds and Members tell us they wish it would be instituted in their Chapter. We also receive comments from Members, and Officers, that very few, if anyone, talks with them when they visit Chapters
where they are not known.

Membership Enhancement

“KEEP YOURSELF SAFE”
International Directors of Membership Enhancement

At a recent Virginia Chapter H Gathering, we had a Member who arrived not feeling well. As he entered, we said our hellos’, not knowing his condition. We went about welcoming others to the Gathering
and ordering our meal. As the Gathering started, another Member who went to the restroom found this
gentleman still in the restroom looking faint and feeling sick. As we prepared to care for him, we realized we knew little about him or his condition. Lucky for us, his wife was with him at the Gathering. If
she had not been there, it would have been a scary situation. That is why we felt the following article I’M
Safe written by Jackie Vaughn should be published. Please take his article seriously and have information regarding medications, health issues, other conditions and contact information for yourself and
others who ride with you available at all times. It would be a good idea if someone in your Chapter
would maintain a diary of information on all Chapter Members or Participants who go on rides. This
would eliminate additional stress if there should be a need while going on rides or attending Events.
Rider Education has an emergency information form on their website, the N.12 Emergency Information
Form. Please consider having each Member fill out this form and let your Chapter Educator and/or
Chapter Director keep your information with them at all times. Also, keep in mind that this information
needs to be updated yearly and inform your Members they need to keep the person in charge informed
of any changes in your condition. One last suggestion, be sure a copy of this form and important information is kept in your motorcycle and other vehicles you drive. We want all Members ready to ride safe,
so in preparing your motorcycle, don’t forget about “YOURSELF”.
(The following article was submitted by Lew Harvey, Chapter H’s Rider Educator)

I’m Safe
By: Jackie Vaughan
Many people use a checklist to prepare for a trip. It might include gas, tire pressure, first aid kit, et cetera. One
item often missing is the condition of the rider himself. Yet the rider’s condition is at least as important as the condition of the bike.
There is a checklist which allows the rider to check out himself before every trip. Easy to remember, the list is
called I’m Safe. It stands for illness, medication, stress, alcohol, fatigue and emotion. Let’s take a look at how
each of these factors affects us.

Illness: Many illnesses such as diarrhea, headache or fever can blunt our senses and affect our ability to scan
aggressively for hazards or our ability to react to these hazards quickly. Recovering from an illness can do the
same.
Medication: Medication such as sleeping pills, even taken the night before, or antihistamines can make us
drowsy. Antibiotics do a good job of fighting infections but also leave us fatigued for several days.
Stress: Just before a trip is not the best time to air our problems. We will be in a much better mood after a good
trip. Take time to relax before starting. Another thing to remember: don’t bring the kids.
Alcohol: Alcohol can be summed up in a single phrase - one drink per hour. Make sure there is no alcohol in
your system before you ride.
Fatigue: Working long hours at physical labor before a trip is a sure way to start the trip with fatigue.
Emotion: We are all aware that being angry or sad can keep our mind off our riding, but we should know that
being very happy can do the same. We need to take time to think things out before we start.
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Membership Enhancement

“Be a Part of the FUN!”
International Asst. Directors
of Membership Enhancement

Bob & Karla Greer
Why did you join Gold Wing Road Riders Association? Did you hear we put out a good magazine? Did
you want to take some of the safety classes? Maybe you heard Chapter Life was a lot of FUN. Did you
attend a Chapter Gathering or two and settle for just the monthly Wing World magazine?

Bob and I are no exception. We joined to take safety classes and find new friends who like to ride. We
didn’t get very involved for the first year. We just sat back and enjoyed the gatherings. But our home
Chapter was beginning to fall apart. A few left to attend another Chapter’s gatherings. But the few that
were left decided it was worth saving…we were a Chapter. The Chapter needed us to step up and get
involved. My husband became the Assistant Chapter Director and I became the Membership Enhancement Coordinator. I think everyone left had a position on the team. We all got to work and began to
grow our Chapter. I tell you this to say that when we got involved, things started to happen. We had a
ball and it hasn’t stopped yet. Today our Chapter is strong, healthy and still growing each month. The
Chapter has had several different Chapter Teams since then, with different personalities and different
ideas, but they were all dedicated to the Chapter and ready to get involved, ready to have FUN and ensure the participants did as well. They kept the Chapter riding, kept us together.
We, as a Chapter, decided to show our pride in being members of GWRRA. We wear our Chapter
shirts whenever we ride together or meet. We want our community to know who we are and what we
represent. I encourage you to promote this in your Chapter. You will be surprised at how the members
will take ownership and begin to feel more a part of the whole…begin to be more active and involved.
Throughout GWRRA, we have so many dedicated volunteers. Dedicated to making sure you have
FUN…dedicated to assuring your membership in GWRRA is rewarding.
Maybe you have no desire to be a part of the Chapter Team. Then I encourage you to be an active participant. Take a rider course or seminar. Join a group for a ride. Attend a monthly gathering. Go to a
Rally/Convention. Getting together with other GWRRA members is the best way to get questions answered about riding or about something for your bike. Someone will know (or at least have an opinion)
on what is the best electric heating gear to buy or the best lights for your bike, etc, etc.
GWRRA is the most outstanding organization I have ever been a part of. The people are great and the
FUN is never ending. Be a part of the FUN. GWRRA’s members come from all walks of life, from different backgrounds and ethnic groups. But we all have those beautiful machines in common. We all want
to meet other riders and have FUN.
Bob and Karla Greer

Region A Membership Enhancement Coordinators
International Assistant Directors for
Membership Enhancement Program
Chapter of the Year
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No matter what the reason was for you to join GWRRA…there is so much more to being an active member, to being involved. So much FUN awaits you.

Membership Enhancement

“Fact or Fiction Series – Part 3”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
Debunking myths is a full-time job. More often than not, we hear someone state something that is a
myth and, because they have heard it before, they believe it to be fact. To determine the facts, the
source of the information must be considered. It is always best to speak to others who have been involved or know someone who is involved in the Couple Of the Year program. This will be your best
source to get information and facts.

Myth # 5: Fact or Fiction? We want to participate in the selection, but we don't like dressing
alike all the time. Maybe we can't participate.
This is Fiction! There is no dress code other than three general requirements. There are no fashion
patrol police.
Fact! The three requirements are: a) on your vest, you should wear the 10-inch GWRRA patch on
back; b) 4-inch patch on front; c) and your membership pin (this pin signifies you are a GWRRA member). If you do not wear the patches and pin, it will be up to the judges' discretion whether or not to disqualify you from the selection process. To wear the vest is a gesture of your dedication and promotion
of GWRRA. It shows others you are proud to be a member and you wear these insignias with respect
We will say, it is encouraged you dress alike or similarly. This helps folks identify you as a couple. If
you wear similar attire, it looks like you belong together. Some people go out of their way to have logos,
their names, and other significant information embroidered on their shirts, etc. You can wear a plain
shirt and just wear a vest and that will be sufficient. When you are not on stage, and you choose not to
wear a vest, it is recommended you wear a shirt that has the logo on back and front. When you dress
your best, it gives you confidence and you portray more enthusiasm when you have a high confidence
level.
Myth # 6: Fact or Fiction? We cannot participate in the selection process because we have not
participated in any leadership training, or other GWRRA training.
Fiction! You are not required to have any training - only to be a good ambassador of GWRRA. Although it helps build a better résumé, you will be judged on your abilities to represent GWRRA in a positive aspect.
Fact! It is highly recommended you do partake in any training GWRRA offers. This training helps you
better understand the concepts of GWRRA and to handle different operations and activities related to
Chapter life. Education or training has never hurt anyone. It can only improve your knowledge skills.
The more you learn, the more you will want to learn. It's fun and exciting. Steven and I have repeated
classes because each instructor brings a different viewpoint to the audience. We have always had a lot
of fun taking classes. Just think about it -- it's just a bunch of your friends in a social environment learning together! It sure beats being in a boring meeting at work. Getting involved with training and learning
also motivates your enthusiasm and confidence. Taking classes will help you get more points when the
judges are scoring your résumé. So, essentially it is a win-win situation. You learn, have fun, and can
get more points!
Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators
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As a continuing part of our “Couple Of the Year: Fact or Fiction” educational series, we will address
more myths & misconceptions. As we explore these myths, keep an open mind about our message to
you. It's intended to set the record straight about what the Program really encompasses. We hope we
can provide the facts needed to dismiss some common myths; in turn, we hope it will help you make
your own decision about the Program.

Membership Enhancement

“INTRODUCTION OF 2011-2012
REGION COUPLES OF THE YEAR”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
We proudly introduce to you the 2011-2012 Couples Of the Year for Region E, H, and L:

We joined GWRRA in 2005, and have chosen to participate at many different
levels throughout the organization. Our home Chapter is MO Chapter I. Since joining GWRRA, we
have held the following positions at the Chapter level: Rider Educator, Newsletter Editor, Chapter Director, and Chapter Couple of the Year for 2010. Past District positions we have held are Assistant Rider
Educator, Rally Vendor Coordinator, Newsletter Editor, Couple of the Year 2011, and Assistant District
Director. We are currently Missouri District Directors, Region E Newsletter Editors, Region E Webmasters, and Region E Couple of the Year. We are both Certified Seminar Presenters for Leadership Training and Rider Education. Bruce is a Senior Presenter. We are both Medic First Aid (MFA) Instructors
and Trainers. A special recognition Bruce recently received was being selected as one of the 50 “Best
of the Best” Chapter Directors who will serve on a National Task Force. The purpose of this Task Force
is to educate new Chapter Directors.
Although we have both worked full time, we have managed to ride a Gold Wing in 49 of the 50 states.
Hawaii is the only state in which we have not had the opportunity to ride. Needless to say, our goal is to
someday be able to say we have ridden in all 50 states.
It is an honor for us to represent Region E and GWRRA. We plan to travel to as many Rallies as time
allows us this year. So, when you see us out and about, please stop us and say hello. We’d love to
meet you! We’ll see you in Ft. Wayne, IN, for Wing Ding 34, if not sooner!!!
As we end all our Newsletter articles….”It’s the journey, not the destination!” And what a journey this
is…It’s the ride of a lifetime!

REGION H: Wendell & Marie Vince
We have been married for 34 years and have two daughters, one son-inlaw, two cats and a dog. We are lifelong residents of Franklinton, LA, so
our roots run dep. Wendell is a Certified School Bus Operator for Washington Parish Schools and we own a small business. Marie is a domestic
engineer (I do it All) and the Goldwing Queen! We both enjoy riding on a
moment’s notice. We live in Louisiana, so we get to ride year round. What
a great State! We have owned several motorcycles and mini-bikes over
the years, so we both have been riding most of our lives.
(Continued on next page)
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REGION E: Bruce & Sherry Watkins
Greetings from Region E, America’s Heartland! We are Bruce & Sherry Watkins, Region E Couple of the Year. We began motorcycling together in 2003
when we purchased two Honda Shadow 1100’s. We happily rode those
bikes until 2005 when Bruce’s brother and sister-in-law, who live in Texas,
introduced us to Gold Wing Road Riders Association and showed us their
brand new Trike. After one test ride we were hooked on Gold Wings and
currently own a 2001 black GL1800 and a 2006 black GL1800 Trike.

Membership Enhancement

“INTRODUCTION OF 2011-2012 REGION COUPLES OF THE YEAR”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
(continued)

We joined GWRRA in February 2007. We have served as Ride Coordinators and Chapter COY. Our
Chapter is the youngest in Louisiana, organized in 2004. We were the first COY to represent our Chapter at the District Level. We currently serve LA-O as Chapter Director, Newsletter Editor and Ride Coordinator. We love a challenge and we have worked to lead our Chapter to new heights, including fundraisers, charitable donations, Chapter rides and get-togethers. We have implemented new ideas such
as the monthly ice cream run and dinner ride. Our newest challenge to the Chapter is the Parish Seat
Challenge, to have each member visit each parish in Louisiana and take a photo with their Wing in front
of the Parish Seat Building. At the end of the year the member with the most visits will receive a gas
card.
Being selected as District and Region Couple of the Year has been a wonderful experience for us. We
have had outstanding leaders, both with our District and Region Director and team, leading and training
us along the way. We have visited Conventions in places we otherwise would have never gone and met
people we never would have met. We have so many new and true friends in GWRRA. We never meet
a stranger, so wherever we go, we always return with new acquaintances. We stay in contact with
many of these new friends via email and Facebook, sharing Chapter and family news. It is true what
has been said many times, we now have an extended family; our Goldwing Family!
We are LTP certified instructors, Level III, and have taken Road Captain, Co-Rider, ERC, CPR/First Aid,
Horizon, OCP, MAD, Mature Rider and many other courses offered by GWRRA. We visit other Chapters regularly to offer support, have attended 5 Wings Dings, and all the District Conventions in Region
H and many in Region A. WE actively recruit new members wherever we go. Currently we have 12
recruits.
Motorcycling is a very big part of our lives and we look forward to being in the GWRRA family for many
years to come!
REGION L: Blair & Carol Embree
Blair & I live in the agriculturally rich Annapolis Valley, Nova Scotia, which
is a small province in eastern Canada. Our province is known for its 7400
kilometers / 4500 miles of coastline and beaches, the Cabot Trail, and for
having the world’s highest tides. We have about 7 months of excellent riding weather on winding country roads.
We have spent many wonderful years working together here raising our 7
children, and running our fruit farm. Our children are now adults and we
have recently retired from farming. After selling our farm we were ready for a new direction in our life.
We wanted to travel, learn new skills, and meet new people. That developed very quickly in a surprising
way---GWRRA!
(Continued on next page)
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.
REGION H: Wendell & Marie Vince (continued)
We purchased our 2001, Illusion Red Goldwing in October 2006. That in itself was an adventure! We
found our “Wing” on Cycle Trader, exactly what we wanted. The only catch: It was in Las Vegas! You
guessed it; we flew to Vegas and rode the Wing back to Louisiana!!! Oh, what a ride! It was 2,662 miles
one way. We saw Hoover Dam and the Grand Canyon on the way back. We have logged over 66,000
miles on our Goldwing and have loved every minute of it.

Membership Enhancement

“INTRODUCTION OF 2011-2012 REGION COUPLES OF THE YEAR”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
(continued)

In 2008 we bought a Gold Wing, joined GWRRA and our new life began. Our reason for joining was to
learn how to ride properly. But we found the organization’s motto “Friends for FUN, Safety, and
Knowledge” to be true and offered much more than riding lessons. We quickly got involved and our life
began to unfold. There is so much we love about GWRRA----new friends, challenges, learning, and
laughter. Is it really happening?? Our main goal is still to improve our riding skills and ride safely. But
there is so much more. Through GWRRA we are able to continually learn and practice skills, and have
fun while doing it. We have taken many of the courses and seminars offered and benefited greatly.
Our home is always open to GWRRA parties, group suppers, planning meetings and we often have 20
or more biker friends here. Blair is a Road Captain, ride coordinator, we write articles for our Chapter
newsletter, we are District Member Enhancement coordinators, and are always open to new challenges
and opportunities to make our Chapter exciting.
Last year we had some great rides. We rode through the White Mountains in New Hampshire in the rain.
We also enjoyed a group ride to the Regional Convention in Newfoundland. Short, spontaneous rides
are always fun for us and we hop onto the Wing often to relax and explore. For this year’s biking season
we have an exciting weeklong adventure planned with new friends, to Quebec and beyond.
We are known in our Chapter as the couple who are always recruiting. On all our rides we meet people
interested in the organization--- at picnic sites, on the ferry, at lunch. We feel strongly about GWRRA
and what it offers to members. We just love riding! Our non-biker friends shake their heads at us. One of
our favorite quotes to them is—“Some people confuse breathing in and out with living.”
In 2011 we received a huge shock and honor when we were chosen as Couple of the Year for our
Chapter! We were so thrilled to represent our Chapter throughout the year at gatherings and other
events. What a way to make new friends! On top of that, we were also chosen to represent the District,
and then given the extreme honor of representing our whole Atlantic Region at the next Wing Ding. Our
life keeps getting more exciting. We can’t wait to make many new friends at Fort Wayne and are so
thankful for the whole experience of being part of the great GWRRA organization.
When you see these couples, please be sure to go up and say hello and congratulate them.
Hopefully now you have some idea of who the 9 couples are that will be participating in the selection
process at Wing Ding 34 in Fort Wayne, IN. Welcome to the Class of 2012!
We are here to help out in any way that we can. Together we can make a difference; we sure can't do it
alone.
Ride Safe & Have Fun!
Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators
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REGION L: Blair & Carol Embree (continued)
Our initiation into biking came from a most unusual event--- me riding on the back of a friend’s Gold
Wing! Up to this time I was TOTALLY against motorcycles. But I loved the ride! Finally Blair was able to
fulfill his dream of us owning (and riding) a motorcycle.

Region Directors

“TEAM”
Appalachian Region “N” Directors:
Ed & Mary Ann Grazier

So, let’s look at how we select and empower volunteers to carry out specific functions or tasks for the
good of the Chapter or District. First, of course, there must be a need to fill a position. Core Team positions should always be your priority positions to fill. A good leader will seek out volunteers who (1) want
to help the Chapter, (2) be a good fit and qualified for the position, (3) understand what their responsibilities will be, (4) be prepared to carry out their responsibilities and (5) be a person who works well with
others. There may be other traits you want to consider, but these are the core ingredients you should be
looking for all of the time. Always be on the lookout for those characteristics that may make a member a
potential prospect for a positional need you have at a later date. Keep in mind that most members in the
association come as couples, so consider the fact that there may be two individuals added to your team.
Larger Chapters will have a larger pool of people and talents to pull from, so the task could be tougher
for the smaller Chapters.
Above, I mentioned that a volunteer must understand their responsibilities, so it’s incumbent on a good
Director to review with a volunteer the responsibilities that go along with an appointed position. It’s unfair to ask a person to do a job without being able to explain what you’re asking them to do. There are a
number of tools to help a Director explain what is expected of a person who fills a volunteer position.
Personal Knowledge, the Officer Guide Book, instructions and program elements online at the National
Website, and don’t forget to direct volunteers to the information contained on both the District and Region websites. Additionally, each of the core officer positions have counterparts at the District and Region levels to lend additional guidance and ideas of what works, and what has worked for many others.
Always leave the door open for your appointees to come to you, or their counterparts to discuss issues,
problems or to clarify what they should actually be doing.
Now, we’ve found the right person, one who we feel can, and will, fulfill the responsibilities of a position
and we have set down with them and explained what the job entails and what we expect them to do for
the membership, because that’s our job “to serve the members”. We’ve explained where the additional
resources are to assist them to effectively function, and who they can turn to, should they need additional assistance or guidance. We also explain that as Officers, if they are filling that need, they may have
some additional responsibilities that require an Oath of Office and a Memorandum of Understanding . . .
and the six month probationary period that all Officers are exposed to, before confirmation of their appointment. Although many functions of the Chapter Team don’t require a formal appointment, Oath of
Office, or signing of a Memorandum of Understanding, the same procedures of locating the right team
members to fill positions, explaining what you want them to do, and the resources available to assist
them in their position, should be thoroughly explained to them as well.
(Continued on next page)
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We hear it all the time, “We’re an all volunteer organization”. Yep, the statement is absolutely correct,
but have you really given the subject much thought? Those of us who have been around the association
for any length of time have been exposed to the acronym “TEAM” . . . Together Everyone Achieves (or
Accomplishes) More. We firmly believe in the TEAM concept, and advocate that if everyone works as a
TEAM, and each one shares a part of the responsibility, then no one will get overworked. By not sharing the responsibility or workload, good leaders experience burn-out quickly, which leads to a higher
than average turnover rate of leadership and more frequent turmoil within a Chapter. By sharing responsibility for the operation of the Chapter or District, the workload that comes along with operating under
the few guidelines we should follow doesn't place a monumental workload on anyone.

Region Directors

“TEAM”
Appalachian Region “N” Directors: Ed & Mary Ann Grazier
(continued)

In some instances, the person you appointed just may not be the right person for the job or may not
wish to continue in that position. That’s why you’re always looking for a talent who may be able to provide a backup to any appointment. You never know when someone will relocate, or find themselves in a
predicament that places them in a situation where they need to step aside from whatever responsibilities
they may have with the Chapter. Always be prepared, if possible.
It’s true, the Director is ultimately responsible for the operation of his/her Chapter, but remember, we’re
trying to build a program that suits a number of interests and desires, a FUN atmosphere. Praise in
public, and correct in private . . . treat others like you would like to be treated . . . we all have our pride.
We’ll be the first to admit, you can’t please all of the people all of the time, but you should easily be able
to please the majority of your participants most of the time, by building the type of program your core
participants desire. When we speak of core participants, we’re referring to those participants who are
the nucleus of your active participants, who frequent the majority of the events that your Chapter conducts.
Most of the preceding has dealt with Officer Appointments, but don’t forget there are many other participants in your Chapter. There are those who will never accept an appointment, or chair an Officer position, but are always there to lend a helping hand, or to assist you in those small tasks which they feel
comfortable doing. These are good volunteers too and we have seen many over a period of time who
became more comfortable and confident in their knowledge and capability . . . and later assumed a key
role in the Chapter. We can’t tell you how much this type of participant assisted us when we were
Chapter Directors. Every task where someone assists you, frees you to attend to the more important
tasks of a Director. We have yet to meet a Director who can do it all effectively alone. Those who try,
soon experience the lack of FUN, and are normally short-lived in their positions. Leadership has the
right to have fun, and also enjoy this common hobby which we all enjoy . . . Riding Motorcycles.
This has most definitely not been an all inclusive article on volunteerism, but a philosophy that has
served us well in our tenure as Directors and Officers in our great Association. If we were to continue
this article, it would most assuredly take a book to cover it all, and we assure you we are not qualified to
delve into this subject any deeper. These have been some basics (a 101 Course), if you will. Personalities, social norms and life experiences of each of us play a major role in how we respond to different
situations. How we accept criticism, how well we lead, and in general, just how we react, is a point we
as leaders must all realize. GWRRA is a “melting pot” of personalities and talents. You don’t have to be
a psychologist to apply just a little psychology, and be sensitive to others and, work together to have
FUN, RIDE MOTORCYCLES, and BUILD STRONGER CHAPTERS!
“RIDE SAFE & RIDE OFTEN”
Ed & Mary Ann Grazier,
Directors, GWRRA Appalachian Region “N”
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All of the preliminaries have been addressed, and now you have the participant functioning in the position you needed them to assist you with. During the early part of their tenure (first six months) monitor
their areas of responsibility. Show sincere interest, make sure they’re doing what they need to do, give
them guidance where needed, praise often if doing a great job, but don’t falsely praise, and always accentuate the positive. When changes are needed, it is best to be diplomatic in explaining what changes
might need to be made, and WHY. People are more susceptible to change if they understand why.
Listen, sometimes you may not have the only idea that will get you the same results. We’ve heard it
said that you have one mouth and two ears, and that’s an indication you should listen twice as much as
you talk . . . hmmm, some merit to that statement. Avoid the attitude of “it’s my way, or the highway”, we
are trying to build a cohesive team that embraces the ideas of the group.

Leadership Training

“Leading…What is it Really All About?”
Assistant Leadership Trainer:
Dottie Bahrenburg
Did you ever ask yourself what “leading” is all about?
If you have recently stepped up or plan to step up to a leadership position in GWRRA, have you actually
stopped and asked yourself what “leadership” or “leading” is really all about?

Many people do not understand that leadership is really about serving. Within GWRRA, you have often
heard that the officers are there to follow where the members wish to go. Following the members involves caring for them and their needs and desires. Good leadership is about serving the members of
an organization. Leadership is really an opportunity to give. It is an opportunity to serve the organization and above all the members.
People who do not understand the true nature of leadership sometimes believe the members exist to
serve them. This is not leadership, but more of a management philosophy. Leaders, especially in a
volunteer organization, are only effective if they acknowledge that leading involves serving. The
“Servant Leader” or “Servant Leadership” is often attributed to Robert Greenleaf in the 1970s. However,
the concept of leaders serving the people dates back to ancient times.
Leadership is mainly concerned with people. Leadership is special compared to management because
of its unique responsibility for people. Yes, an effective leader feels responsibility for the members.
Leadership and management are often seen as the same thing. They are not. Leadership is also misunderstood to mean directing people and making important decisions on behalf of an organization.
Good leaders are followed mainly because people trust and respect them, rather than the skills they
possess. Leadership is about behavior first and skills second. Being a good leader relies most strongly
on things like trust, inspiration, attitude, decision-making, and personal character. Character and attitude
are extremely important. Can you really be a good leader if you do not care for the members?
Qualities critical for a leader's relationship with his/her people are integrity, honesty, humility, courage,
commitment, sincerity, passion, confidence, positivity, determination, compassion, and sensitivity. Skills
that are fundamental are listening, communicating and decision-making.
Some people are born as natural leaders. Most of us are not. Most people don't seek to be a leader, but
many more people are able to lead. Leadership is a matter of personal conviction and believing strongly
in a cause or aim, whatever it is. But above all, leadership involves caring for the members and being
willing to serve the organization.

Dottie Bahrenburg
Assistant Leadership Trainer
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Many of us who have stepped up actually are really unsure of what leadership is really all about. We
are more in tune with the notion of “managing”, which is a carry-over from our years in the workforce.
Managers deal with more with “processes” while leaders deal more with people.

Leadership Training

“TRUST”
Master Instructor:
Dottie Bahrenburg
Is anyone tired of the political debates in this election year? Listening to the debates and the critique of
the debates brings one very important thing to mind… “trust.” No matter how charismatic or intelligent a
leader may be, if he or she does not inspire trust, no one will follow. Look at our politicians, does society
as a whole approve and trust them? To be successful whether in politics or within a volunteer organization such as GWRRA, a leader must be able to inspire “trust”.

Each time a new leader steps up within GWRRA, “trust” becomes an issue. Members ask…
 Is the new leader someone I can trust? Is he or she honest?
 Will he listen to me as a member?
 Does he care about me?
 Does he care about the organization?
 Will he do what he says he will?
 Is the new leader someone I can work with?
 Is he or she someone I can respect?
 Will he or she show me the respect I deserve?
The members are looking for someone they can believe; someone who believes in the organization and
its core values; someone who sees the value of the organization; and, most importantly, someone who
cares about them. Part of building trust is building understanding. Clarifying the direction the organization is pursuing and communicating that to the members. And, clarifying what the members want and
communicating that clearly to the organization.
The often ignored side of “trust” is competence. Competence can be measured and is just as important
as character and integrity. You might think a person is sincere, even honest, but you probably won't trust
that person fully if he or she doesn't get results. And the opposite is true. A person might have great
skills and talents and a good track record, but if he or she is not honest, you're not going to trust that
person either.
Some behaviors help build trust:
 Listening: Actively listening and working to understand the members.
 Appreciate and value others. Appreciating and valuing each member builds trust.
 Trust others. Trust first. Nothing betrays trust more than the lack of trust.
 Find solutions. Help create ways to make the team or members successful.
 Learn from your mistakes. Don’t make the same mistake twice. Members will forgive errors made
by people genuinely attempting to do the right thing. Work hard to avoid repeat mistakes.

(Continued on next page)
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The first job of any leader is to inspire trust. Trust is more than honesty. Trust has two dimensions:
character and competence. Character includes your integrity and ethical relations with people. Competence includes your capabilities, skills, and results. Both dimensions are vital.

Leadership Training

“TRUST”
Master Instructor:
Dottie Bahrenburg
(continued)
 Make it right. Even though errors can erode trust, you build trust when you fix a mistake. Be proactive and do the right thing.
 Give generous credit and praise. Members want to matter. If you help members feel important
and valuable, you become valuable.
 Do what you say. It all comes down to this. If you are not capable of delivering, members will like
you but not trust you to lead.

In GWRRA, it is the members who come first. It is a member driven organization. And, if a leader fails
to establish trust with the members, he or she cannot be successful.
"Leadership is all about people. … It is not about plans. It is not about strategies. It is all about people-motivating people to get the job done. You have to be people-centered."
--Colin Powell

Dottie Bahrenburg,
Master Instructor
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Colin Powell emphasizes the importance of trust when he states, “trust is the essence of leadership.”

GWRRA

Wing Ding 34
Fun in the Fort
July 4 - 7, 2012
http://www.wing-ding.org/

2012 Events

Florida District

March 22 - 24

Region I

August 15 - 18

Region H

March 29 - 31

Bi-State (NJ/NY)

August 16 - 18

Louisiana District

April 12 - 14

Colorado District

August 16 - 18

Alabama District

April 19 - 21

Kansas District

August 23 - 25

South Carolina District

April 26 - 28

California District

Aug 31 - Sep 3

Tennessee District

Apr 26 - 28

Pennsylvania District

September 6 - 8

Region B (Cruise)

May 10 - 19

Region A

September 13 - 15

Texas District

May 17 - 19

Region D

September 13 - 15

Region F

May 25 - 27

North Carolina District

September 20 - 22

Missouri District

May 31 - June 2

Iowa District

September 28 - 29

Georgia District

June 14 - 16

Virginia District

October 4 - 6

Oregon District

June 14 - 16

Mississippi District

October 11 - 13

West Virginia District

June 14 - 16

Arizona District

October 26 - 28

Nevada District

June 15 - 17

Wyoming District

June 28 - 30

Region J

July 20 - 22

Montana District

July 26 - 28

New England Convention

July 26 - 28

Region L

July 26 - 29

Michigan District

August 2 - 5

Kentucky District

August 9 - 11

Don’t see your Region or District event listed?
Contact the Insight Newsletter Editor;
Gary Henry
Email: GWRRA.Insight@gmail.com
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